
Лабораторно упражнение N1 

 

A. Unity's user interface 

Taken from Unity 4.x Cookbook, 2013 Packt Publishing: 

Let's take a look at Unity's user interface: 

1. Run Unity. Unless you have previously changed it, its layout should initiate in Wide 

mode. Access Window | Layouts and choose another option, such as 4 Split or 2 by 3, and 

notice how the interface is organized into Views: 

 

Let's take a look at those views: 

-  Scene: This view is used to position, rotate, scale, and select game objects, and 

also navigate your level. 

-  Game: This is the place to play and test your game. It will reproduce the player's 

experience as accurately as possible. 

-  Hierarchy: Game objects (as diverse as characters, cameras, level geometry, 

lights, and even GUI textures) placed in our scene will be listed here. 

-  Project: This is where you create, organize, and access your game assets. From 

3D models and 2D textures to C# scripts and Prefabs, every re-usable element will 

be listed here. 

-  Inspector: From the Inspector, you can configure any game objects (selected from 

the Hierarchy view) or assets (selected from the Project view). That includes 

changing its Transform settings, configuring existing components and attaching 

new ones. Also, you can adjust other preferences for your game, once you have 

accessed them from the menu, in the Inspector view. 

-  Toolbar: Includes transform tools (used for manipulating game objects and 

navigating the scene), control tools (used for playing / pausing and stopping the 

level), and drop-down tools (used for managing layers and layouts). 



-  Menu: Gives access to a diverse list of commands covering asset import/ export, 

preferences setting, game object creation, components, terrain, layout, and 

documentation. 

2. If you want to customize the layout any further, drag and drop the views to relocate 

and/or dock them. 

3. If you like your custom layout, save it through the Window | Layouts | Save Layout... 

menu. 

4. When testing your game, it might be a good idea to check the Maximize on Play button, 

in the Game view. Also, if you work with more than one display monitor, you could drag the 

Game view into the second display, leaving a display exclusively for the Editor. 

5. You can also adjust the Game view resolution. It's a good idea to test your game running 

on its standard standalone resolution and every supported aspect ratio. 

6. In case you want to check the graphics performance of your game during testing, you 

should turn on the Stats button (you can also turn it off during testing, if so you wish). 

7. Finally, activate Gizmos if you want them to be drawn at runtime, making it easier to spot 

rays, colliders, lights, cameras, and so on in your scene 

(https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Gizmos.html) 

8. There is another view you should pay attention to: the Console view. Access it by 

navigating to Window | Console. This is a very important view when it comes to debugging 

your game, as it displays errors, warnings, and other debug output during testing. 

9. Another interesting view (for those with Unity Pro) is the Profiler (Window | Profiler), 

where you can check out detailed statistics of your game performance in real time. 

 

More about Unity: http://apprize.info/c/game_3/1.html 

 

Допълнителни инструкции към игра "Roll-A-Ball" 

 

B. Roll a Ball 
 

- Video: https://unity3d.com/learn/tutorials/projects/roll-ball-tutorial/setting-

game?playlist=17141 

- Instruction (105 steps) - https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-in-unity-5-c 

 

Step 10 – use the menu item: 

http://apprize.info/c/game_3/1.html
https://unity3d.com/learn/tutorials/projects/roll-ball-tutorial/setting-game?playlist=17141
https://unity3d.com/learn/tutorials/projects/roll-ball-tutorial/setting-game?playlist=17141


 

Step 19 – виж Scene View navigation 

https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/SceneViewNavigation.html 

Step 24 – experiment with type, shadow type, draw halo and resolution of "Directional Light". 

Step 25 – in order to see this view, switch to TOP. 

Step 31 – first select Player and then add the RigidBody component 

Step 38 – in order to run the game in a separate window, click the Maximize on Play tab in the 

game window! 

 

Step 86: Question: Why RigidBody is not necessary for the cubes?? (see 

https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Rigidbody.html) 

https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/SceneViewNavigation.html


Step 86: Task: change Y of the ball to 7 and do experiments with various Physic Materials for 

the ball! 

Step 92: try with X=100, Y=70 and middle-left alignment 

 

Next steps: 

Roll-A-Ball Obstacle Course (Part 1, 43 steps) - https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-

obstacle-course 

Roll-A-Ball Obstacle Course (Part 2, 28 steps) - https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-

obstacle-course-part-2  

Roll-A-Ball Obstacle Course (Part 3, 25 steps) – https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-

obstacle-course-part-3  

Roll-A-Ball Obstacle Course (Part 4, 21 steps) – https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-

obstacle-course-part-4  

Roll-A-Ball Obstacle Course (Part 5, 47 steps) - https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-

obstacle-course-part-5  

https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course
https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course
https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course-part-2
https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course-part-2
https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course-part-3
https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course-part-3
https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course-part-4
https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course-part-4
https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course-part-5
https://www.mvcode.com/lessons/roll-a-ball-obstacle-course-part-5

